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Ten years in the waiting, twenty teams, one hundred and 

eighteen riders,  

one hundred and sixty one kilometres.... 

The Tour of  Britain 2016 -  

Stage 1 - Glasgow to Castle Douglas..... one amazing day!! 

Editorial -  
 

There was great excitement when Carsphairn welcomed the first stage of the Tour 

of Britain on Sunday 4th September.  Bunting was in evidence as well as flags being 

waved enthusiastically from both sides of the street.  As a bystander was heard to say  

”I can’t believe how noisy it all was & how quickly they went through the village….” 

 

Pictures courtesy of Carsphairn Facebook page., and from Karen Hall. 
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(cont from p3)

In his book on Galloway’s Industrial past, Ian Donnachie explains how the creation 
of the canals lowered the level of the loch exposing marle which is a calcium car-
bonate or lime rich mud which was used by farmers to improve their pastures.  In 
fact so successful was this early traffic, the returning flat bottomed barges carried 
wood and oak bark which was used in tanning leather from the Glenkens, that highly 
fanciful plans were aired to extend the navigable routes….through to 
Dalmellington!  

At some stage after 1780 a clause was added to the Stewartry Road Act to govern 
navigation on Loch Ken  allowing for a further short section below Glenlochar 
Bridge and so making passage possible from Castle Douglas to the Boatpool of 
Dalry near the head of the loch.  Several surveys were carried out to extend canals 
from loch to river to sea but the two Gordon ones to the Glenkens were the only to 
materialise ….costs prove prohibitive and raising revenue was impossible. An Act 
was passed in 1802 for a further 3 miles from the head of the loch which would have 
brought the canal to Dalry itself.  However the estimated cost of the full 26 mile 
canal  was £33.382!  A sum more likely in millions not thousands today…..at least.  

And yet, despite the funding obstacle, a further extension to Dalmellington was con-
sidered as it would open up a trade in coals and lime.  Where the navigable water 
was seen to suit a canal round Carsphairn from Dalry is no longer known, but I 
daresay the number of locks required to raise a barge through Glenmuck would make 
Neptune’s staircase on the Caledonian canal look like a wee waterfall!
As it happened the era of steam arrived and the life of the canal was short being 
abandoned by 1840 as unnavigable. Apparently if one knows where and what to look 
for, remnants can be seen still resembling a drainage ditch….
So, abandoned were many canal plans, and railways took over……..but that is anoth-
er tale altogether.

* * * * *

This is very much a taster of the subject.  I am no historian and must interpret others 
work  and so any historical errors are most likely mine.   Anyone wanting to read 
more should try the following sources  

The Industrial Archaeology of  Galloway by Ian Donnachie   ISBN  0 7153 5126 5
The Farmers Magazine vol2—ebook by Google—on line contemporaneous reprint.
There are many brief references to the subject if one uses a good search engine, 
including references to Parliamentary action and speeches.  

So far I have not found direct reference to how any proposed canal would navigate a 
way through to Ayrshire!
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Then, suddenly, Joyce from Marbrack performed a minor miracle.  She actually 
spoke to someone at Scottish Power on the phone.  She told them about the generally 
chaotic state of things and about the “poor old invalid” at Burnfoot Cottage who 
couldn’t walk, was freezing and 
living on a diet of chick peas and bread (well – partly true!) 

December 31 1998 New Years Eve
They promised to send a generator so I could be kept warm and comfortable. On 
hearing this I wrapped myself in a tartan shawl and practised muttering “Its very nice 
here dear, the nurses bring you a lovely cup of tea at 4 o’clock….I said THEY 
BRING YOU A LOVELY CUP OF TEA….”

Scottish Power rang to say a generator was to be delivered to the poor old lady at 
Burnfoot Cottage. Later some vans and engineers arrived…. but no generator. 
However……
“After an hour or so there was LIGHT!
And we fell on our faces and were much afraid. 
And we saw squalor where there was none before and lo, there were crumbs and 
nutshells and bits of old toast and squashed mince pies.  
And thus we learned the TRUE MEANING OF CHRISTMAS …..don’t look 
forward to it, You might be disappointed”   

PS. Two weeks later an irate man from Scottish Power arrived demanding to know 
what we had done with the generator….!(It transpired later that it had been sent to 
Stranraer by mistake,)
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More from the Editor…... 
 

As the days draw in and wood smoke is again smelled in the evening air over the 
village, the custodians of the Heritage Centre once again prepare to dismantle what 
has been a very successful annual exhibition.  Plans are already afoot in deciding on 
our next year’s subject.    
We are always needing new blood and ideas in the group, for without the help and 
expertise of newcomers to the community our Heritage Group would die.  And what 
a rich heritage we have in the village and its environs!  One just has to listen to the 
positive comments being made by visitors to realise what a treasure we have.  
Messages come from abroad too from people whose folks hailed from here and who 
emigrated to make new “heritages” in other countries but still want to trace and 
acknowledge their roots. 
So….a date for the diaries!  The AGM will be held at 2pm on the 19th November 
when we get to pat ourselves on the back and appoint new office bearers and hope-
fully meet prospective new members.  Dr David Bartholomew will also talk to us 
about the Galloway Hoard, which we are sure will be something very special  and a 
unique opportunity to learn more on the subject. 
 

    * * * * * 

    The Glenkens Canal 
 

A chance comment on a train brought me to hunting through old maps and books in 
search of this subject which I must admit at first I thought to be the imagination of 
the commentator.  However many Victorian landowners were incredibly enthusiastic 
developers of a “good” idea—however improbable it might at first seem.  
 

Before railways for which they were maybe best known, the canal was the transport 
medium of choice for heavy goods—like coal, wood, iron etc   It should be remem-
bered that it was often easier to travel by water than land, hence the considerable 
Irish traffic from Donaghadee to Portpatrick—a short hop and a skip by sea.  In Ayr-
shire the Duke of Portland developed an idea for a canal to transport his coal from 
the Kilmarnock area to the coast at Troon before developing his first powered rail-
way instead when this became viable with the advent of steam.  
 

And so too in Galloway.  Like much of Scotland’s landscape, Galloway did not im-
mediately appear very likely canal country but in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s 
road travel was often very onerous and so, Sir Alexander Gordon of Culvennan, 
looking on the maps that navigation might be possible from Carlingwark to River 
Dee and then Loch Ken had the area surveyed for a canal.  A canal group was 
formed latterly in 1801 - The Company of the Proprietors of the Glenkens Canal 
Navigation. 
 

However by that time, around 1770, Sir Alexander Gordon had actually had cut a 
canal between the first two, which had the added advantage of allowing the valuable 
exposed marle in the river to be exploited. 
 

(cont p7) 
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The Great Storm and Power Cut of 1998-99 

 

“This I think is all a trial run for the Millenium Bug, to see how we will all cope.  
We shall all be allotted marks out of ten and I shan’t get any marks because I 
haven’t coped, having been rendered immobile with an injured back….” 

 

Thus began the diary which I wrote over the Christmas/New Year period of 
1998-99.  There followed two A4 pages of disasters, illnesses, road accidents, 
chucked off horse accidents and a punch-up in the pub, all happening to local 
people or to people we knew. At that point we were congratulating ourselves 
that none of them had happened to us. 
 

Fast forward to the Midnight Church service on Christmas Eve…. 
 

After the carols, hot punch, cakes and mince pies were wheeled in, the    
Minister announced that LIGHT had come into the world.  This however, was 
soon to be discovered as inaccurate, perhaps even contravening the Trades  
Description Act and entitling the congregation to a refund of their collection 

 

On the evening of Boxing Day, someone on the shipping forecast said some-
thing about ‘Ronaldsway, Malin, hurricane force 12, westerly …..?  For those 
not familiar with Irish geography, Malin Head is about level with Ayr – what 
they get we get.  We got it! 
It smashed against the house, deposited what seemed like the whole Irish Sea on 
us, tore up trees, hurled bins or anything else not bolted down through the air.  
Aelfwynn (my pony) hurtled around screaming until we feared she would break 
through the fence, as various unidentified objects flew past. 
 

Then the lights went out…. 
No problem we thought, we’d plenty of candles and paraffin and we still had a 
bit of turkey to eat. We had bought the turkey from some friends at Balmaclellan 
– bronze turkeys were their new venture – and although they had plucked and 
drawn it they had not trussed it, so rigor mortis had set in, and we couldn’t get it 
in the oven.  We set about dissecting it and cooking it in bits.  Most of the 
cooked bits were put in the freezer.  
 

In the morning we went out to survey the damage.  Frank came down from  
Marbrack “They should reconnect us soon, at least the storm’s died down and 
it’s not snowing” he said optimistically.” 

Within minutes a chill wind got up, the sky darkened and huge white flakes 

began to descend. The pony loved it, trotting up and down with her nose under 
the newly settled snow, rolling in it and charging full speed down the track then 
jamming on her brakes and skidding the last few yards towards the cattle grid.  
Fearing that these “Eddie the Eagle” tactics would end in disaster, I brought her 
into the yard and began mucking out and sweeping. 
Suddenly there was a severe pain in my back.   I tried my best to ignore it and 
carry on.   
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Monday morning and still no power. By now we had had to let the Rayburn go out 
as, with no central heating pump working, the water was boiling in the tank. 
We were also concerned that as we were not pumping up any water and that all we 
had between the two households who shared the pump, was what was left in the 
holding tank.  We devised a system of rationing – tap water for drinking, cooking, 
cleaning and washing up. For all else we would bale up water from butts or the 
burn, or melt ice (melting snow is of no use, being largely just frozen air.)

We drove to the village shop to pay long overdue Council Tax and post letters only 
to find it was a Bank Holiday and nothing was happening.
We did however meet a farmer from the other side of the village who for some 
reason still had power and, better still, had a big commercial freezer standing empty 
which he said we and another couple could use to store our now defrosting frozen 
food. I could have hugged him (but didn’t because of my bad back!)       
We dashed home and began excavating the freezer.  I should point out here that 
there was no natural daylight in our utility room and the whole operation was 
carried out by the light of a head torch and two candles. We packed everything in-
cluding the rigor mortis turkey into crates and made a headlong dash to the farm.
On our return we examined what we had left to eat:12 loaves of bread, 1 carton of 
chick peas, 1 big carton of raspberries, 10 litres of milk, and some fromage frais, a 
few eggs and some margarine in the fridge.
(Moral – never sort your shopping in the dark)
We also had rather a lot of fruit, including substantial supply of figs, perhaps not 
quite what is wanted when you have a sore back and can’t move around easily and 
have to flush the loo with buckets of water!  

We were contemplating all this when our friends from Loch Doon rang, the 
telephone thankfully still working. Did we still have our polytunnel they wanted to 
know? We looked out – yes it was still there. Theirs it seemed had gone flying up 
Loch Doon, poly, frame, plants, the lot never to be seen or heard of again.  Their car 
had just been written off by a Scottish Power vehicle which had skidded on the ice 
on its way to attend to power lines. Painfully I sat and counted my blessings.
Later we sat down to a lukewarm meal of Chick Pea Surprise in a freezing kitchen 
(we were cooking as best we could on a camp stove and the wood burning stove in 
the sitting room and listening to the battery radio) 
We were now National news. The BBC had asked Scottish Power to provide a 
spokesperson to tell us all what was being done to reconnect us.  Scottish Power had 
refused.

Everyone had been trying to ring the emergency number without success and one 
elderly gentleman had hi jacked Scottish Power van in a lay by, refusing to let the 
occupants go until they had promised to contact head office and “get something 
done about the situation”
Bedtime was around 8pm.  It was the only way to get warm and as it had already 
been dark for about 4 hours we didn’t want to waste candles. 
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The Great Storm and Power Cut of 1998 99

“This I think is all a trial run for the Millenium Bug, to see how we will all cope.  
We shall all be allotted marks out of ten and I shan’t get any marks because I 
haven’t coped, having been rendered immobile with an injured back….”

Thus began the diary which I wrote over the Christmas/New Year period of 
1998 99.  There followed two A4 pages of disasters, illnesses, road accidents, 
chucked off horse accidents and a punch up in the pub, all happening to local 
people or to people we knew. At that point we were congratulating ourselves 
that none of them had happened to us.

Fast forward to the Midnight Church service on Christmas Eve….

After the carols, hot punch, cakes and mince pies were wheeled in, the   
Minister announced that LIGHT had come into the world.  This however, was 
soon to be discovered as inaccurate, perhaps even contravening the Trades 
Description Act and entitling the congregation to a refund of their collection

On the evening of Boxing Day, someone on the shipping forecast said some-
thing about ‘Ronaldsway, Malin, hurricane force 12, westerly …..?  For those 
not familiar with Irish geography, Malin Head is about level with Ayr – what 
they get we get.  We got it!
It smashed against the house, deposited what seemed like the whole Irish Sea on 
us, tore up trees, hurled bins or anything else not bolted down through the air.  
Aelfwynn (my pony) hurtled around screaming until we feared she would break 
through the fence, as various unidentified objects flew past.

Then the lights went out….
No problem we thought, we’d plenty of candles and paraffin and we still had a 
bit of turkey to eat. We had bought the turkey from some friends at Balmaclellan 
– bronze turkeys were their new venture – and although they had plucked and 
drawn it they had not trussed it, so rigor mortis had set in, and we couldn’t get it 
in the oven.  We set about dissecting it and cooking it in bits.  Most of the 
cooked bits were put in the freezer. 

In the morning we went out to survey the damage.  Frank came down from 
Marbrack “They should reconnect us soon, at least the storm’s died down and 
it’s not snowing” he said optimistically.”
Within minutes a chill wind got up, the sky darkened and huge white flakes
began to descend. The pony loved it, trotting up and down with her nose under 
the newly settled snow, rolling in it and charging full speed down the track then 
jamming on her brakes and skidding the last few yards towards the cattle grid.  
Fearing that these “Eddie the Eagle” tactics would end in disaster, I brought her 
into the yard and began mucking out and sweeping.
Suddenly there was a severe pain in my back.   I tried my best to ignore it and 
carry on.  
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Monday morning and still no power. By now we had had to let the Rayburn go out 
as, with no central heating pump working, the water was boiling in the tank.  
We were also concerned that as we were not pumping up any water and that all we 
had between the two households who shared the pump, was what was left in the 
holding tank.  We devised a system of rationing – tap water for drinking, cooking, 
cleaning and washing up. For all else we would bale up water from butts or the 
burn, or melt ice (melting snow is of no use, being largely just frozen air.) 

 

We drove to the village shop to pay long overdue Council Tax and post letters only 
to find it was a Bank Holiday and nothing was happening. 
We did however meet a farmer from the other side of the village who for some  
reason still had power and, better still, had a big commercial freezer standing empty 
which he said we and another couple could use to store our now defrosting frozen 
food. I could have hugged him (but didn’t because of my bad back!)        
We dashed home and began excavating the freezer.  I should point out here that 
there was no natural daylight in our utility room and the whole operation was  
carried out by the light of a head torch and two candles. We packed everything in-
cluding the rigor mortis turkey into crates and made a headlong dash to the farm. 
On our return we examined what we had left to eat:12 loaves of bread, 1 carton of 
chick peas, 1 big carton of raspberries, 10 litres of milk, and some fromage frais, a 
few eggs and some margarine in the fridge. 
(Moral – never sort your shopping in the dark) 
We also had rather a lot of fruit, including substantial supply of figs, perhaps not 
quite what is wanted when you have a sore back and can’t move around easily and 
have to flush the loo with buckets of water!   
 

We were contemplating all this when our friends from Loch Doon rang, the  
telephone thankfully still working. Did we still have our polytunnel they wanted to 
know? We looked out – yes it was still there. Theirs it seemed had gone flying up 
Loch Doon, poly, frame, plants, the lot never to be seen or heard of again.  Their car 
had just been written off by a Scottish Power vehicle which had skidded on the ice 
on its way to attend to power lines. Painfully I sat and counted my blessings. 
Later we sat down to a lukewarm meal of Chick Pea Surprise in a freezing kitchen 
(we were cooking as best we could on a camp stove and the wood burning stove in 
the sitting room and listening to the battery radio)  
We were now National news. The BBC had asked Scottish Power to provide a 
spokesperson to tell us all what was being done to reconnect us.  Scottish Power had 
refused. 
 

Everyone had been trying to ring the emergency number without success and one 
elderly gentleman had hi-jacked Scottish Power van in a lay-by, refusing to let the 
occupants go until they had promised to contact head office and “get something 
done about the situation” 

Bedtime was around 8pm.  It was the only way to get warm and as it had already 
been dark for about 4 hours we didn’t want to waste candles.  
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Then, suddenly, Joyce from Marbrack performed a minor miracle.  She actually 
spoke to someone at Scottish Power on the phone.  She told them about the generally 
chaotic state of things and about the “poor old invalid” at Burnfoot Cottage who 
couldn’t walk, was freezing and  
living on a diet of chick peas and bread (well – partly true!)  
 

December 31 1998 New Years Eve 

They promised to send a generator so I could be kept warm and comfortable. On 
hearing this I wrapped myself in a tartan shawl and practised muttering “Its very nice 
here dear, the nurses bring you a lovely cup of tea at 4 o’clock….I said THEY 
BRING YOU A LOVELY CUP OF TEA….” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scottish Power rang to say a generator was to be delivered to the poor old lady at 
Burnfoot Cottage. Later some vans and engineers arrived…. but no generator.  
However…… 

“After an hour or so there was LIGHT! 
And we fell on our faces and were much afraid.  
And we saw squalor where there was none before and lo, there were crumbs and 
nutshells and bits of old toast and squashed mince pies.   
And thus we learned the TRUE MEANING OF CHRISTMAS …..don’t look  
forward to it, You might be disappointed”    
 

PS. Two weeks later an irate man from Scottish Power arrived demanding to know 
what we had done with the generator….!(It transpired later that it had been sent to 
Stranraer by mistake,) 
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More from the Editor…...

As the days draw in and wood smoke is again smelled in the evening air over the 
village, the custodians of the Heritage Centre once again prepare to dismantle what 
has been a very successful annual exhibition.  Plans are already afoot in deciding on 
our next year’s subject.   
We are always needing new blood and ideas in the group, for without the help and 
expertise of newcomers to the community our Heritage Group would die.  And what 
a rich heritage we have in the village and its environs!  One just has to listen to the 
positive comments being made by visitors to realise what a treasure we have. 
Messages come from abroad too from people whose folks hailed from here and who 
emigrated to make new “heritages” in other countries but still want to trace and 
acknowledge their roots.
So….a date for the diaries!  The AGM will be held at 2pm on the 19th November 
when we get to pat ourselves on the back and appoint new office bearers and hope-
fully meet prospective new members.  Dr David Bartholomew will also talk to us 
about the Galloway Hoard, which we are sure will be something very special  and a 
unique opportunity to learn more on the subject.

* * * * *
The Glenkens Canal

A chance comment on a train brought me to hunting through old maps and books in 
search of this subject which I must admit at first I thought to be the imagination of 
the commentator.  However many Victorian landowners were incredibly enthusiastic 
developers of a “good” idea—however improbable it might at first seem. 

Before railways for which they were maybe best known, the canal was the transport 
medium of choice for heavy goods—like coal, wood, iron etc   It should be remem-
bered that it was often easier to travel by water than land, hence the considerable 
Irish traffic from Donaghadee to Portpatrick—a short hop and a skip by sea.  In Ayr-
shire the Duke of Portland developed an idea for a canal to transport his coal from 
the Kilmarnock area to the coast at Troon before developing his first powered rail-
way instead when this became viable with the advent of steam. 

And so too in Galloway.  Like much of Scotland’s landscape, Galloway did not im-
mediately appear very likely canal country but in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s 
road travel was often very onerous and so, Sir Alexander Gordon of Culvennan, 
looking on the maps that navigation might be possible from Carlingwark to River 
Dee and then Loch Ken had the area surveyed for a canal.  A canal group was 
formed latterly in 1801  The Company of the Proprietors of the Glenkens Canal 
Navigation.

However by that time, around 1770, Sir Alexander Gordon had actually had cut a 
canal between the first two, which had the added advantage of allowing the valuable 
exposed marle in the river to be exploited.

(cont p7)
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”I can’t believe how noisy it all was & how quickly they went through the village….”
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(cont from p3) 
 

In his book on Galloway’s Industrial past, Ian Donnachie explains how the creation 
of the canals lowered the level of the loch exposing marle which is a calcium car-
bonate or lime rich mud which was used by farmers to improve their pastures.  In 
fact so successful was this early traffic, the returning flat-bottomed barges carried 
wood and oak bark which was used in tanning leather from the Glenkens, that highly 
fanciful plans were aired to extend the navigable routes….through to  
Dalmellington!   
 

At some stage after 1780 a clause was added to the Stewartry Road Act to govern 
navigation on Loch Ken  allowing for a further short section below Glenlochar 
Bridge and so making passage possible from Castle Douglas to the Boatpool of  
Dalry near the head of the loch.  Several surveys were carried out to extend canals 
from loch to river to sea but the two Gordon ones to the Glenkens were the only to 
materialise ….costs prove prohibitive and raising revenue was impossible. An Act 
was passed in 1802 for a further 3 miles from the head of the loch which would have 
brought the canal to Dalry itself.  However the estimated cost of the full 26 mile  
canal  was £33.382!  A sum more likely in millions not thousands today…..at least.   
 

And yet, despite the funding obstacle, a further extension to Dalmellington was con-
sidered as it would open up a trade in coals and lime.  Where the navigable water 
was seen to suit a canal round Carsphairn from Dalry is no longer known, but I 
daresay the number of locks required to raise a barge through Glenmuck would make 
Neptune’s staircase on the Caledonian canal look like a wee waterfall! 
As it happened the era of steam arrived and the life of the canal was short being 
abandoned by 1840 as unnavigable. Apparently if one knows where and what to look 
for, remnants can be seen still resembling a drainage ditch…. 
So, abandoned were many canal plans, and railways took over……..but that is anoth-
er tale altogether. 
    * * * * * 

 

This is very much a taster of the subject.  I am no historian and must interpret others 
work  and so any historical errors are most likely mine.   Anyone wanting to read 
more should try the following sources -  
 

The Industrial Archaeology of  Galloway by Ian Donnachie   ISBN  0 7153 5126 5 

The Farmers Magazine vol2—ebook by Google—on line contemporaneous reprint. 
There are many brief references to the subject if one uses a good search engine,  
including references to Parliamentary action and speeches.   
 

So far I have not found direct reference to how any proposed canal would navigate a 
way through to Ayrshire! 
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Find us at:   www.facebook.com/Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl  
 

Once again there have been some  lovely picture postings on our Facebook page 
since the last edition of the newsletter.   Last newsletter I asked for some warm  
pictures.  As it would appear there has been no summer this year—the post bag has 
remained empty—we will just have to settle for one from stock….. 
 

    * * * * * 

GETTING IN TOUCH 

  

 

Baling at Marbrack in the 70’s 

A final reminder of the AGM at 2pm on Saturday 19th 
November in the new Lagwyne small hall. 

 

 

  

    The Tour comes to Carsphairn!

http://www.facebook.com/Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl

